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 \\Building_shaping_
 \\Living units_

_upper half unit

_bottom half unit

_personal hoover

_claytronics loor

_human 2.0

_buildi mass is composed of levitating living module. 

For levitating is used quantum levitation method. 

Unit‘ts surface contain superconductive nanomaterial. Units are loating in magnetic ield. Movements of nutis 
are controled by the user or by the building system. Mass can keep New York grid or can ly ower. Durring the strong wind are all units grouped to optimal volume to resist it. Durring the cloudy day they are grou-
ped farther to each other to let the sun rays reach 

the streets. Each units is reachable by the personal drone. Number of units is variable. Units can be ad-
ded and removed and moved to another place. The units are printed in docks and transport here with drones. 

_all building units are the same. Units are sha-

red. When you leave unit someone else come in-stead of you. When you come back the elevator will take you into  free units. All inner equipment is 
augmented and composed from claytronics. Layout of your setting  is stored in data storage.Main idea is that you needn‘t physicall things which you are not currently using. Total loor area can be decrease to minimum. All things which you de-
cide to use are setting up in real time and de-constructing when you leave them. Technical sup-
por is done by drones.  Suitable for Human 2.0 .

_SUBJECT 01...
_supply drone

...//destination: UNIT_#034...

_SUBJECT 02..._construction drone unit #0007
...//destination: HARBOUR_03...

_SUBJECT 02..._construction drone unit #0007
...//destination: HARBOUR_03...

_SUBJECT 08..._construction drone unit #4007
...//destination: HARBOUR_01...

_SUBJECT 10..._construction drone M_unit #0347
...//destination: TOWER_64...//moving_unit #56 

_SUBJECT 11..._living  unit #0347
...//owner: Humanoid_#563...
//status_moving... 

_SUBJECT 12..._living  unit #0027
...//owner: Human_#003...//status_waiting for cleaning... 

_SUBJECT 07 ..._police drone unit #08
...//destination: TOWER_610,unit_06
//shooting...

_SUBJECT 06..._construction drone unit #0347
...//destination:_TOWER 610...

_SUBJECT 04..._construction drone unit #8767
...//destination: HARB OUR_09...

_SUBJECT 03..._construction drone unit #0097
...//destination:_TOWER 610...

_SUBJECT 05..._living unit #0987
...//destination:_TOWER 610...

// TOWER_610 //_2345units_height - 275m_levitating status - OK.._usage - 76%.._energi level - 98%.._temperature - 23˚C_wind - SV 23 m/s
_security grouping - not active

...

////

..
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thing that works as a now known 1609
In 1609, Henry Hudson led the irst Dutch expedition to New York.

1634
The Mystery of Nature and Art - describe  - knight‘s 
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(transmission of complex messages) started in 1792 A fuel cell is a device that 

1820-40 1833
French company Alphonse Giroux et Compagnie 

(29 May 1833) 

1887

1895

8sion 248. Its rank, which 
maximal torus, is 8.

elevator was irst published in 1895 by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky

1890
In geometry, the Peano curve is the irst example of a space-illing curve

1876

In 1876, Scottish emigrant Alexander Graham Bell.DynaTAC 8000x was the irst 

1853
irst iron reinforced concre

1884
The Home Insurance Building in Chicago. But the expression irst is not clearly 

1849
In 1849 Austria sent unmanned, bomb-illed balloons to attack Venice.

1900
1.9 bilion

1905 1905

The Crystal Palace was a 

in Hyde Park, London, to house the Great Exhibition of 1851. Joseph Paxton

is a 1920 science iction play by the Czech writer Karel Čapek. R.U.R. stands for Rossumovi Univerzální Roboti (Rossum’s Universal Robots) 1938
on of essays, Le Théâtre et 

1941
prediction - automated world, 

1911
is a phenomenon of exactly zero electrical resistance

1950
agrtiicial 

1920
irst boom was in 1920s

1852
Elisha Otis introduced the 

1960s
irst email communication

1952
Designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the cylindrical building, wider at the top than the bottom, was conceived as 

1959
Nanorobotics is an emerging technology ield crea

1950s
virtual reality system with 
ictional experiences, inclu

1960s

The origins of the Internet date back to research commi

1960s to build robust, faul

1960s
The irst handheld mobile phone was demonstrated by John F. Mitchell and Martin Cooper of Motorola in 1973, using a handset weighing c. 4.4 lbs (2 kg). 

1967 1970
the world‘s irst interactive movie,conceived by Radúz Činčera for the Czechoslovak Pavilion at Expo ‚67 in Montreal.

Tiger Child, the irst IMAX ilm, was demonstrated at Expo ‚70 in Osaka, Japan

1961

Unimate was the irst industrial robot, which worked on a General Motors assembly line at the Inland Fisher Guide Plant in Ewing Township, New Jersey, in 1961. 1968

Ivan Sutherland, with the 
Sproull, created what is widely considered to be the irst virtual reality and augmented reality (AR) 1970

Research on BCIs began in the 1970s at the University of California, Los Angeles

1961
The new zoning so

1973 1973

irst fun-scale anthropomor
world. It consisted of a limb-control system, a visi

IBM building to replace the existing one was permitted by New York City

1982
Coupled Airborne Systems Simulator (VCASS).

1980

One of the irst recorded 
architecture was in the late 1980s when the University of North Carolina modeled its 

1971
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1971 „for his 

1970s
1970s. The term „virtual reality“ was used in The Judas Mandala

1970
were available by the early 1970s on such platforms as Multics (on GE hardware), Cambridge CTSS, and the earliest UNIX ports (on DEC hardware).

1978
The program was a crude virtual simulation of Aspen, Colorado in which users could wander the streets in one of three modes: summer, winter, and polygons.

1985
VPL Research has developed several VR devices like the Data Glove, the Eye Phone, 

1985
A fullerene is a molecule 
hollow sphere, ellipsoid, tube, and many other shapes.

1986
The irst-computer controlled LEGO products are released.

1990
humanoid robots in ictional stories, some real humanoid 
since the 1990s, and some real human-looking android 

1994
Michael Mauldin (creator of the irst Verbot, Julia) 

1993
1993
The First Robot in Space

1991

It used LCD screens in the visor, stereo headphones, 
allowed the system to track 

1991
1991 by Toffoli and Margolus 
ine-grained computing ele

The Law of Accelerating Returns. In his 1999 book The Age of Spiritual Machines Kurzweil proposed „The Law of Accelerating Returns“
1996
ICQ is an open source instant 
that was irst developed and popularized by the Israeli company Mirabilis in 1996

1998
A Furby is an American 
leased in 1998 by Tiger 

(Artiicial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity), also referred to as Alicebot, or simply Alice, is a natural language New Yorkers working from home increased by 68 percent from 2000 to 2014

7 bilion

1999
Contact lenses that display AR imaging are in 

1916
was a measure adopted prima

Roomba was introduced in 

2003
Roomba was introduced in 

20042003
ARE YOU LIVING IN A COMPUTER SIMULATION?

Space Exploration Technologies Corporation, better known as SpaceX, is an Ame

Claytronics is an abstract 

atoms, or catoms...

2008
2008

electronics, photolithography, and new biomate

dical uses, such as surgical instrumentation, diagnosis, and drug deli

an unidentiied programmer, or group of programmers, 
Nakamoto.

areas focus on a Conversational Interface, Personal Context Awareness, and Service Delegation.

installation from March 11 to April 14, 2002.

question answering computer system capable of answering 
language, developed in IBM

2011-?
automation and data ex Catalog in AR

2013
AR itting mirrorAR mirror in itting room

Virtual world, virtual 

autonomous cars, developed by Google X 

2013
December 2013 announcement that Amazon was planning rapid delivery of lightweight 
UAVs.

2013 2013

A camera on the TV tracks the viewer‘s location relative to the TV, and if the viewer moves, everything on the screen 

2013

Virtuix.

2013
n 2013 the Global Standards Initiative on Internet of Things (IoT-GSI) deined the IoT as „the infrastructure 

2013
2013
The fuel cell market is growing, and in 2013 Pike Research estimated that 
market will reach 50 GW by 

2016
autonomous pizza robots

2016

...3D mapping, physical space measurement, environmental recognition, augmented reality, and windows into a virtual world.2016

2016
borough of New York City, 
tive center, and the city‘s 

galery virtual explorer

2014
Magic Leap is a US startup company that is working on a 
display which superimposes 3D 
over real world objects, by 
ield into the user‘s eye.

2014
irst completly digital hos

a person who is profoundly 

hotel without employe, only 

Civilian drones now vastly outnumber military drones, with estimates of over a mi

2019

2016
GE’s next generation LEAP engine, the fuel nozzle ended up saving about $3 million per aircraft, per year for any airline lying a plane equipped with one.

2016
mixed reality smartglasses developed by Microsoft. 201620162016

in the world. 1,644,518 living in a land area of 22.83 square miles (59.13 km2).On business days, over 3.9 million

ubai has agreed a deal with US startup Hyperloop One to evaluate 
nic transport link that could slash travel times to Emirati capital Abu Dhabi to minutes.

Y. Wei proposed that partic

2019 2019

2019

2019powers of all computers is 
brainpower of the human 

Computers are embedded everywhere in the envi
niture, jewelry, walls, clothing, etc.).

People communicate with their computers via two-way speech and gestures instead of with keyboards. 

different ways...
Phone calls entail three-di

By 2020, there will be a new 

2016

IKEA collaborated with IDEO and design students School of Industrial Design at the Ingvar Kamprad Design Centre at Lund University, and the Industrial Design department 

2026
Mars One is an organization based in the Netherlands 
the irst humans on Mars and 

2029 2030s
A computer passes the Turing Test, becoming the irst true artiicial intelligence. #To be conirmed, low probability of conirmation before 2030s

2045 2049
nanomachines. This food is externa
food, but it can be made more whole

researchers ind that by 2050 more than half the world’s population will live in wa
a billion or more will not have suficient water resou

2099

Natural human thinking po

The Flyboard was invented in Autumn 2012 by a French water-craft rider, Franky 

1600

1960

2016

1975 1990

1700 1800 1850 1900 1950

1993

Since 1993, teleportation 
quantum mechanics, namely state, energy and particle 

1994

Paper describes a computing substrate that is composed of ine
throughout space which communicate 
ractions. In this context, pro
ta and lattice gas automata (Rothman & Zaleski 1997).

1933
is the expulsion of a magnetic ield from a supercondu

1960irst laser

\\Analysis

\\Structure_analysis_

_for structure was necessary found light weight and conductive material. In the begening it was carbon iber frame with plastic sheet.- pneumatic structure. But it wasn‘t adequate due to function. There was many frames systems. Due to light weight the wall thickness was huge. Then the inspiration was found in thin pneumatic structures same as at the pictures below.

piramid support which are 
bearing structure with horizontal and vertical carbon rings. Exterior membrane is ixed at the rings. Space between both membrane is illed by vacuum. The thickness of 

re are two sheets which are separated with bearing rod. The gab between could be illed with va
sulating gas. Thickness 

weight frame from carbon. Grid is illed with glass panel illed with 
thick. Technology of this 

previous ig. 1. There is 

side side and ixed on the points. Inner surface is created with panels which 

between surfaces -  vacuum

just light air pillows 

igure one and igure two. 
with sheets. This system is functionall but extremly robust. It is not 

_struccture with two di
Beneit of this strucutu
electricity throug whole 

ield.  Finishing is again 

structure. This is 3D 
frame. Construction ma
anything what could be 
ceramic, glass or metal. 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Fig. 8Fig. 6 Fig. 7

ral nano modiied materials. As we know today. Each layer of the wall has own function. e.g. thermal insulation, bearing structure,inishing materials, 
with the modern materials and in nano scales. We can create bearing structure thick as a human hair. We can also controll transparency thanks to light electricity current. We can integrate wiring inside strucutre. Total thickness of whole structur is about milimeters. It will be printed in 3D printers. Printers could be located at boats or anywhere.

\\Concept_of_future_jobs
_meaning of work will change in the next few decades. Todays known sitting behind the desk will rapidly change thanks to technology advance. Even 45% of jobs will be taken by AI. Huge ofice building will lost their purpose because most of work can be done remotely or also in VR. Employer can be hiring employers from the whole world. One can sit in the Prague another in Tokyo and another in Rio but they are in the same room in same time thanks to virtual simulation. Thanks this technology commuting will disappear and there will be no more peak hours. We can use AR or VR for accesing this oficies. We don‘t have to leave our lat. Instead of spending time in public transport we can spend time with ours families or friends. This idea is based on Ray Kurzweills and Elon Musks pre

_we are arleady living in VR. Everyone has credit card with virtual money. Everyone using cellphone to acces the internet. We are enjoying 3D movies - another dimension or world for us. We are living at social media. We are already in VR TODAY.

_FINAL MODULE is slightly modiied in mesures  due to better uses.

Nano beams

Nanobot Claytronics Rutile Display in lens

Nano FVP

HTC Vive

Online experience

EPOC+ LEAP

6m 3.8m

3m

_bounded form _open form _radial form

_site border
_Floors pattern M 1:750

M 1:20 000

\\Human_2,0\\Living_unit|remote_ofice

_nano FVP _AI interface

_exo-skeleton

_hydrogen power

_smart skin

_META BRAIN

_HUMAN BODY 2.0

_PERSONAL DRONE | ELEVATOR

programable matter

drone supply after illing container done by personal drone_generating inished

_H20 tank

_Project and theory of the future living in the cities.

Lexington avenue 610, New York

online content

_SKYCRAPER 3.0
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